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MEASUREMENTS 

Dress Approx 43cm across when 
laying flat

YARN REQUIREMENTS:

Makr DK ‘White’ 125g or 250m
Makr DK ‘Natural’ 30g or 60m
Makr DK ‘Butter’ 30g or 60m
Makr DK ‘Black’ <1g or <1m

Round 2: 2 tr in every st, sl st to join, ch 3. (24)

Round 3: inc in next st, *1 tr, inc* repeat from * to * all the way around. Sl 
st to join, ch 3. (36)

Round 4: 1 tr in next st. *inc, 1 tr in next 2 sts* repeat from * to * all the 
way around, inc in last st. Sl st to join, ch 3. (48)

Round 5: 1 tr in next 2 sts. *inc, 1 tr in next 3 sts* repeat from * to * all 
the way around, inc in last st. Sl st to join, ch 3. (60)

Round 6: 1 tr in next 3 sts. *inc, 1 tr in next 4 sts* repeat from * to * all 
the way around, inc in last st. Sl st to join, ch 3. (72)

Round 7: (in blo) 1 tr in next 4 sts. *inc, 1 tr in next 5 sts* repeat from * 
to * all the way around, inc in last st. Sl st to join, ch 3. (84)

Round 8: 1 tr in next 5 sts. *inc, 1 tr in next 6 sts* repeat from * to * all 
the way around, inc in last st. Sl st to join, ch 3. (96)

Round 9: 1 tr in next 6 sts. *inc, 1 tr in next 7 sts* repeat from * to * all 
the way around, inc in last st. Sl st to join, ch 3. (108)

Round 10: 1 tr in next 7 sts. *inc, 1 tr in next 8 sts* repeat from * to * all 
the way around, inc in last st. Sl st to join, ch 3. (120)

Round 11: 1 tr in next 8 sts. *inc, 1 tr in next 9 sts* repeat from * to * all 
the way around, inc in last st. Sl st to join, ch 3. (132)

Round 12: 1 tr in next 9 sts. *inc, 1 tr in next 10 sts* repeat from * to * all 
the way around, inc in last st. Sl st to join, ch 3. (144)

Round 13: (in blo) 1 tr in next 10 sts. *inc, 1 tr in next 11 sts* repeat from 
* to * all the way around, inc in last st. Sl st to join, ch 3. (156)

Round 14: 1 tr in next 11 sts. *inc, 1 tr in next 12 sts* repeat from * to * 
all the way around, inc in last st. Sl st to join, ch 3. (168)

Round 15: 1 tr in next 12 sts. *inc, 1 tr in next 13 sts* repeat from * to * 
all the way around, inc in last st. Sl st to join, ch 3. (180)

Round 16: 1 tr in next 13 sts. *inc, 1 tr in next 14 sts* repeat from * to * 
all the way around, inc in last st. Sl st to join, ch 3. (192)

Round 17: 1 tr in next 14 sts. *inc, 1 tr in next 15 sts* repeat from * to * 
all the way around, inc in last st. Sl st to join, ch 3. (204)

Round 18: 1 tr in next 15 sts. *inc, 1 tr in next 16 sts* repeat from * to * 
all the way around, inc in last st. Sl st to join, ch 1. (216)

Round 19: 1 dc in first st (st you sl st into), *sk next 2 sts, 5 tr in next st, 
sk next 2 sts, dc in next st*, sl st into first dc to join. 

Fasten off, sew in ends.

FRILL DETAILS

You will now be working along rounds 7 & 13 (the blo rounds). You should 
notice a little ridge which was created by crocheting in the blo. These are the 
stitches you will be crocheting into.

To ensure your frills are facing the right way, you should join your yarn with 

Please use only the yarn specified. Another yarn is likely to yield 
different results. Quantities are approximate as crochet styles may 
vary between crocheters. Check the ball bands to ensure all yarn is 
from the same dye lot.

CROCHET HOOK & EQUIPMENT:

4mm crochet hook
Scissors
Wool needle for sewing in ends
Poly Fill

TENSION:

Tension isn’t important for this project.

CROCHET ABBREVIATIONS:

ch:  chain
sl st:             slip stitch
tr:                 treble crochet
dc:  double crochet
inc:               increase
dec:              decrease
sk:  skip
st/s:  stitch/es
blo:               back loop only

DRESS

Start with a magic circle (you can also ch 4 and join to make a loop if you’d 
prefer). 

Note: ch 3 at the beginning of each round will count as the first tr.

Round 1: 12 tr in centre of loop, sl st to join, ch 3. (12)

NOTE: This pattern is written in UK terms.
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the centre of the dress (round 1) facing you.
At the back of the dress (where your joins are) join yarn to round 7 with a 
dc, *sk next 2 sts, 5 tr in next st, sk next 2 sts, dc in next st*, sl st into first 
dc to join. 

Fasten off, sew in ends.

Repeat for round 13.

To help the frills lay flat you may wish to block your dress.

ARMS (MAKE 2)

Using ‘Natural’ yarn and 4mm hook.

Start with a magic circle (you can also ch 4 and join to make a loop if you’d 
prefer). 

Round 1: 10 dc in centre of loop, place marker in last st (this will help you 
identify the end of the round as you will be working in a spiral). (10)

Round 2 - 13: 1 dc in every st. (10)

Fasten off, leave long tail for sewing.

Stuff with poly fill and sew opening closed with wool needle. Do not cut 
tail. You will use this to attach your arms to your lovey.

HEAD

Start with a magic circle (you can also ch 4 and join to make a loop if you’d 
prefer). 

Round 1: 6 dc in centre of loop, place marker in last st (this will help you 
identify the end of the round). (6)

Round 2: 2 dc in every st. (12)

Round 3: *1 dc in next st, inc* repeat from * to * all the way around. (18)

Round 4: *1 dc in next 2 st, inc* repeat from * to * all the way around. 
(24)

Round 5: *1 dc in next 3 st, inc* repeat from * to * all the way around. 
(30)

Round 6: *1 dc in next 4 st, inc* repeat from * to * all the way around. 
(36)

Round 7: *1 dc in next 5 st, inc* repeat from * to * all the way around. 
(42))

Round 8 - 14: 1 dc in every st. (42)

Round 15: *1 dc in next 5 st, dec* repeat from * to * all the way around. 
(36)

Round 16: *1 dc in next 4 st, dec* repeat from * to * all the way around. 
(30)

Round 17: *1 dc in next 3 st, dec* repeat from * to * all the way around. 

(24)

Round 18: *1 dc in next 2 st, dec* repeat from * to * all the way around. 
(18)

Round 19: *1 dc in next st, dec* repeat from * to * all the way around. 
(12)

At this point we recommend stuffing the head as the opening will be very 
small after the next round.

Round 20: dec all the way around. (6)

Fasten off leaving a long tail for sewing.

To close opening take a wool needle and your tail and weave in and out of 
the stitches from round 20. Pull closed and fasten off. Do not cut tail. You 
will use this to attach your head to your lovey.

ASSEMBLY

Using the long tail attach the head to the centre of the dress (round 1) using 
a wool needle.

Attach arms, one on each side and at the base of the head.

HAIR

Using yellow yarn.

Cut strands of yarn double the length of your desired hair length. For 
example if you’d like you angel’s hair to be 20cm long you will cut 40cm 
lengths of yarn.

To attach hair, hold 2 strands of yarn together ensuring they are even. Fold 
them in half, insert your crochet hook through the space on the head where 
you would like the hair to be, place the loop created by folding your yarn in 
half onto your hook and pull through. You can then use your fingers to pull 
the loose ends of yarn back through the loop to secure.

Repeat this process as many times as needed to achieve desired hair 
thickness.

We recommend starting at the crown and working a part down the middle 
of the head, then moving on to the sides of the face and the nape of the 
neck. You will not need to cover the entire head with hair if you strategically 
place strands to cover large areas. Trim hair if required and style as you’d 
like.

HALO

Ch 25, join to make a loop. fasten off leaving a long tail for sewing.

Use tail to attach to the crown of your angels head.

FINISHING

Using ‘Black’ yarn, embroider eyes.

Sew in any remaining ends.


